RETRACTION NOTICE


After the above article was published, one of the readers reported that the authors had published the same article in the World Journal of Pharmaceutical Research. 2018;14(7):90-103. [2]

The Research in Pharmacy and Health Sciences (RPHS) journal further investigated the publication in the World Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and found that the afore mentioned manuscript was self plagiarized with a modified title. The corresponding author of the manuscript was contacted by RPHS journal multiple times for clarification, but he failed to respond. The RPHS journal editors have thus agreed that Dr. Bo violated the journal policy and the self-plagiarized manuscript be retracted from the RPHS website. RPHS’ decision will be communicated to the corresponding author of the manuscript Dr. Bo, Head, School of Pharmacy, China Pharmaceutical University, Nanjing 210009, CHINA.
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